### Patchbox Kits

Cam spring and spring mounting screw are included with each shaped or blank patchbox kit.

**Pre-Revolutionary War Patchbox** ..................... #PB-Kuntz-B, I, or S
An early Pre-Revolutionary War patchbox, by maker J. Kuntz, shown in *Rifles of Colonial America*. Springs included, but no instructions.
- #PB-Kuntz-B patchbox kit, brass only $24.99
- #PB-Kuntz-I patchbox kit, steel only $22.99
- #PB-Kuntz-S patchbox kit, nickel silver only $25.99

**Early Patchbox kit, uncut head finial** ............... #PB-Kit-2-B, I, or S
Uncut head. Cut and shape it as you desire. No instructions included.
- #PB-Kit-2-B patchbox kit, brass only $13.99
- #PB-Kit-2-I patchbox kit, steel only $13.99
- #PB-Kit-2-S patchbox kit, nickel silver only $16.99

**Pre-Revolutionary War Patchbox** ..................... #PB-Kit-7-B, I, or S
An early Pre-Revolutionary War patchbox, maker unknown, shown in *Rifles of Colonial America*. Spring and screw included, no instructions.
- #PB-Kit-7-B patchbox kit, brass only $20.99
- #PB-Kit-7-I patchbox kit, steel only $20.99
- #PB-Kit-7-S patchbox kit, nickel silver only $24.99

**Allentown - Bethlehem Patchbox** ..................... #PB-Rupp-7-B, I, or S
Copied from an original by John Rupp, Lehigh Valley. This early patchbox has a wide lid, acanthus leaf head finial, no edge plates. Spring and mounting screw are included, but no instructions.
- #PB-Rupp-7-B patchbox kit, brass only $19.99
- #PB-Rupp-7-I patchbox kit, steel only $17.99
- #PB-Rupp-7-S patchbox kit, nickel silver only $21.99

**Hinged patchbox kit, with spring** .................... #PB-Kit-B, I, or S
Curved to fit your stock, neatly hinged, with a steel cam finger inside the lid, cam spring and mounting screw. We show the underside. Polished outside, made of .052" thick brass, iron or nickel silver. No instructions are included, since you must already have *Recreating the American Longrifle*, the essential how-to book for learning to build flint rifles.
- #PB-Kit-B patchbox kit, brass only $23.99
- #PB-Kit-I patchbox kit, steel only $23.99
- #PB-Kit-S patchbox kit, nickel silver only $27.99

We show the underside of the patchbox kit, with uncut blank head, to show the hinge and spring. Made of sheet brass, nickel silver, or iron. The hinge is neatly formed, and the flat spring is tempered, ready for use. This spring allows a simple cam-over-center lid closure. Remove this spring when adding our patchbox latch and release button.

Select a popular patchbox, or reshape it, or copy an original using the above blank patchbox kit, with uncut head. Shape it with our jeweler's saw and blades, shown with our gunsmitting tools.

Due to the daily world-wide metals market pricing, our prices are subject to change without notice. Today's prices are shown at www.trackofthewolf.com